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Abstract
This paper describes agent-based systems and explains why digital libraries should be built with this type of architecture. The primary advantage of agent-based architecture is decentralization, which enables scaling, flexibility, and extensibility. The corresponding requirement is the need to coordinate agent activity. We describe the approach taken by the University of Michigan Digital Library project.

1	Introduction
Digital libraries are just beginning to evolve. No one is certain what capabilities are needed, nor how they should be organized. It is therefore important to design digital libraries to be as open as possible, so that new collections and services can be easily added to the system. Furthermore, it is essential that libraries be able to scale to become quite large. For us, this implies a decentralized architecture, where there are few if any shared resources and where as much decision making is done as locally as possible. An example of such a distributed system is the Internet, where there is no single locus of control and the system seems to scale remarkably well. We discuss decentralization further in Section 2.
Agent-based systems are naturally decentralized, and can potentially be used to implement large-scale digital libraries. Persons mean many different things by "agent", but there is agreement that agents are computational processes that operate without direct supervision from humans, and that they interact with other agents to carry out tasks or otherwise pursue their objectives. In agent-based systems, in our view, there should be no centralized decision maker, database, or any other capability that all agents depend upon, which would be prone to becoming a bottleneck. Section 3 of this paper describes agent-based systems. 
Each agent acts locally, and out of this activity arises a collectively functional system that performs a variety of complex tasks, such as searching for documents. Clearly, this requires coordination among agents, which leads to an interesting about-face. When designing a centralized system, the primary focus is figuring out how to divide the problem. In agent-based systems, we start from a decentralized premise. Thus, the primary focus of system design is how to get agents to work together well without unnecessary centralization. Section 4 describes the approach taken by the University of Michigan Digital Library (UMDL) project. Agent behavior is constrained by expectations on three levels, including the syntax of communication, the semantics of terminology, and the pragmatics of negotiation. 
2	Decentralization
The fundamental reasons for decentralizing digital libraries involve scale, and the variety of desired information and services. We believe that no centralized organization can be sufficiently large, capable, and creative to design and maintain systems with these characteristics:
∑	Quantity of information. There are currently over 110 million works in the U. S. Library of Congress alone. Digital libraries will integrate the contents of libraries throughout the world, many of which also have huge holdings. 
∑	Variety of content. Digital libraries will include collections of sound recordings, movies, databases, information streams from remote-controlled instruments such as telescopes, live arts performances, and other works that combine media in many different ways. Each format requires specialized facilities for storage, indexing, and manipulating the data in other ways.
∑	Variety of services. In addition to delivering documents, digital-library services will involve all stages of the creative process: from reformatting files, to summarizing the daily news, editing collaborative works, and even helping to plan new works. Services will be customized to fit specific tasks, and personalized to fit individual organizations and users. 
∑	Evolution of services. As users experience digital libraries, they will inevitably create demand for additional information and services. Many new providers will arise to meet those demands, aided by increasingly sophisticated and affordable editing tools and easier access to networks.
∑	Ownership and rights issues. Many participating organizations will want to maintain control over their content and software.
The precursor to decentralized digital libraries is the World-Wide Web. Web servers and clients adhere to a few basic standards for site naming, message syntax and protocols. This is enough to support graphics, forms, and applets. These tools can be used to provide sophisticated services, including keyword-based search over heterogeneous databases. 
The fundamental contribution of libraries is to organize information so users can find what they need. Digital libraries will extend this underlying service to cover their far larger, more varied, and more dynamic collections. Content will be described with traditional library subject-classification schemes, such as the Dewey Decimal System. Other approaches for describing and cataloging information will also be used to enable increased automated support. For example, we create metadata organized by a formal “ontology” that models relationships among works [11] (we explain ontologies in Section 4.2, in the context of organizing services). Unavoidably, there will be many information-organization schemes, and, therefore, the need to somehow integrate them.
Digital libraries will be decentralized like the web, but will require participating elements—for us, agents—to make a more profound commitment to shared behavior. This commonality can then be used to create services that are more powerful than those on the web. 

3	Agent-Based Systems
We begin with a weak definition of “agent,” which covers agents in the UMDL. Our analysis throughout this section is a modified version of that of Woolridge and Jennings [14]. Agents are computer programs that:
∑	Encapsulate one or more well-defined services, and 
∑	team with other agents to satisfy user requests.
For example, an agent might provide access to a particular collection, provide an interface for users doing some type of task, or contribute some particular capability to the process of forming a team to complete some task. Figure 1 illustrates agent interaction to satisfy a user request in an early version of the UMDL. The user formulates a query with an interface provided by the User Agent. The User Agent then requests the Planning Agent to help it put an agent team together to satisfy the query. The Planning Agent uses three other agents to help it do so. The Topics Agent provides a hierarchy of increasingly broad or narrow terms that are used by the Collection Agents to describe the contents of their collections. The Thesaurus Agent helps map from the query to these descriptions. The descriptions are stored and associated with agent locations by the Registry Agent. After comparing the query to the collection descriptions, the Planning Agent recommends one or more Collection agents to the User Agent, who then interacts directly with Collection agents to process the query.
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Figure 1: Two-stage query processing in the early UMDL
Agents can team in a combinatorial number of ways to satisfy user requests: potentially, even in ways that were unanticipated at the time of design of the agent or the digital library. Flexibility is a hallmark of good tools (consider the ways one can use a screwdriver). A key requirement for flexibility is the agents’ ability to communicate their capabilities to one another in order to form teams. We discuss this issue in Section 4.
According to a somewhat stronger notion of agency, agents also:
∑	Make decisions according to preferences.
Most UMDL agents do not have preferences, and thus respond to every request without regard to consequences for their own “utility”. Some UMDL agents, however, do respond differently (to identical requests) based on their current state. Since the UMDL is implemented as a computational economy (as we describe in Section 4) these agents express preferences by adjusting the prices that they charge for their services. More generally, agents that pursue individual objectives are capable of saying “no” to a request. For example, an agent might refuse a request if it is very busy, or if it is not very good at satisfying the particular kind of request. This behavior would make sense in a system where agents acquire “reputations” based on their performance: Agents would want to avoid hurting their reputations by accepting responsibility for tasks that they expect not to be able to satisfy well.
According to a yet stronger notion of agency:
∑	Agents use mentalistic concepts such as belief, desire, intention, and commitment.
∑	Agents are proactive, i.e., they initiate action to pursue their desires.
The advantage of mentalistic (also called the “intentional stance”) representation of agent behavior is that humans are very comfortable with using this kind of reasoning to describe complex behavior. It is not necessary to think about agents this way, but it is convenient to do so (just as consciousness and free will are useful concepts for describing human behavior). 
Although we might call some of the more sophisticated agents “intelligent”, we do not believe that they will be adequate substitutes for human librarians! Digital libraries will be relatively complex compared to traditional libraries, and the role of librarians will thus be augmented, not reduced (see Nardi [8]). In fact, librarians may well act as catalysts of change, since they will be in the best position to identify users’ needs and visualize solutions to address them.
The most profound benefit of agent-based architectures in digital libraries is their potential for facilitating system evolution to meet user needs. In such a system:
a)	It should be straightforward to develop new agents. It should not be necessary to reinvent capabilities required of all agents.
b)	Agents should recognize when new agents can meet their needs better than existing agents. New agents should be utilized without requiring any modification of the existing agents.
c)	Agents should reap benefits for their developers, financial or otherwise, appropriate to their participation in tasks performed by the system.
Such a system would reduce the development and marketing costs of new agents, and provide a mechanism for generating revenue, thus fostering change. The experimental UMDL system that we describe in the following section is designed to illustrate, on a small scale, the feasibility of such an approach.
4	Coordination
We identify three levels of shared expectations for agent behavior that support coordination in the UMDL system. These are the message syntax of agent communication, the ontology-based semantics of terminology, and the market-based pragmatic context within which agent interaction takes place.
The system elements described here constitute an infrastructure designed to make it easy for third-party developers to add their agents to the system. Very little, however, is required for agents to participate. Developers may choose to ignore most of the infrastructure. It is possible to develop alternative capabilities that would compete with the UMDL infrastructure. We expect, however, that the more an agent commits to the common way of doing things, the more success it is likely to enjoy, and the lower its development costs will be.
4.1	Message-based Syntax
The UMDL Agent class, implemented with C++ in Unix, encapsulates functionality required to pass messages to and from other agents. Developers implement operational agents by coding subclasses of the Agent class. The Agent class includes (empty) functions for each kind of message that can be sent and received. Operational agents define derived functions for each kind of message that they need. Thus, the inherited Agent class takes care of all the work of packaging the messages, sending them out, and receiving replies from the other agents.
UMDL processes communicate using common network protocols, i.e., TCP/IP. Data transport uses the CORBA distributed-object standard; specifically, Xerox’s ILU (Inter-Language Unification) version of CORBA. 
The structure of messages and of conversations is implemented according to KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) [1]. Figure 2 shows the structure of a message, with example values for the message attributes. The “performative” identifies the type of message: for example, tell, ask-about-one, or ask-about-all (we use a different font to identify terms defined in an ontology or as part of some language). Philosophically, performatives are rooted in speech-act theory. They are considered illocutions: acts that are fully performed by the attempt to communicate. Thus, an agent can “tell” another agent something with a performative, but it cannot “convince” another agent with a performative, because there is no guarantee that the receiving agent will process the message as desired.
Message attributes			Example message values	
(performative					TELL
	(:sender X)				TPA@agent.umdl.umich.edu@sunrpc0x310...	
	(:receiver Z)				SCA@alexandria.engin.umich.edu@sunrpc...
	(:ontology O)				UMDL_Agent_Services
	(:language L)				Loom_Concept_Language 
	(:content <string or performative> ))	(RecommendIt:HS-Bio (:and Recommend-DL...
Figure 2: Elements of KQML messages
The :sender and :receiver are agents that have told their locations to a Registry agent, which maintains a database associating agent ID’s and other information with network addresses. The agent developer does not need to worry about the current location of other agents, which may be mobile, as long as they retain stable ID’s in the registry. In the example in Figure 2, the :sender agent has previously retrieved the value for :receiver, and also its own location code, by communicating with a Registry agent (at a fixed address).
The :ontology and the :language elements describe the contents of the :content field. KQML’s designers intended performatives to have meaning independent of the content language [1]. Thus, the specified :language could be SQL, Prolog, first order logic, ad hoc values understood by certain other agents, or anything else. In the example, a TPA (Task Planning Agent) tells an SCA (Service Classifier Agent) the nature of its services. The SCA parses the :content using the :language syntax. The :ontology term identifies a set of definitions for terminology used in the :content field that is not part of the :language syntax. Relatively formal and highly developed ontologies can help agents reason about the message content. We describe the SCA’s response to a TELL message in Section 4.2.
More generally, we define the structure of conversations—the legal sequences of performatives that can be sent back and forth for the various purposes—with “protocols” [4]. For example, if Agent A sends an “advertise” performative to Agent B, but B does not recognize that performative, then the inherited Agent class will automatically send a “sorry” reply to agent A. If B does recognize the performative but the request contains a typo, it is standard to return an “error” performative. More generally, valid performatives are identified with state-transition diagrams, as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The UMDL agent registration protocol
Originally, we believed that we could establish a basic set of conversation protocols that would remain relatively stable even as the variety of content and services in the digital library became enormous. In practice, there was a tendency for new performatives to be added as needed for various situations. Researchers [3] have also pointed out that KQML is ambiguous, and thus is not an adequate basis for coordinating the behavior of agents created by developers who are not working closely together. The semantically precise alternatives that have been proposed, however, are quite elaborate and prohibitively expensive computationally. 
We interpret these shortcomings of KQML as indicating that standardized conversation protocols are not in and of themselves an adequate basis for building large-scale agent systems. Other levels of commitment to common behavior are also required. This is not, in retrospect, a surprising result.
4.2	Ontology-Based Semantics
The UMDL uses “formal ontologies” to represent knowledge about digital-library content [11] and services [12].  “Ontologies” are sets of definitions that constrain the meaning of concepts by specifying their relations to other concepts. For example, we (informally) define a Service as “An Action, by an Actor and for one or more Actors, performed in accordance with an Agreement”. More specifically, “formal” ontologies use logic to define concepts, usually in a frame-inheritance structure, which we will illustrate below. 
Agents use terms from the ontologies to advertise their services, and to find agents to provide the services they need. The precision of the ontological definitions lets agents that we call “Service Classifiers” maintain “subsumption taxonomies”. In these structures, relatively general services are located above more specific services. This organization supports reasoning about services: for example, to recommend services that can satisfy a need even when no available service exactly matches the request. This section describes how this works.
Agents advertise by defining new concepts in an Agent-Services ontology. The :content field of the message in Figure 2, for example, might include the second definition shown in Figure 4. This figure shows how two concepts are compared as part of locating a new concept in the ontology. The descriptions are written in Loom, a description-logic system in the KL-ONE family [7]. 
QueryPlanning-Schools, the existing concept, is defined as a “kind of” Recommend-DLcollection. The “kind of” relation indicates subsumption, which means that QueryPlanning-Schools inherits all of the structure of Recommend-DLcollection’s definition (which is already defined as a kind of Service, which is a kind of Action, and so on). QueryPlanning-Schools adds a relation to Recommend-DLcollection, namely, that it is appropriate for Audiences that are Schools. The advertising agent also defines RecommendIt:HS-Bio as a kind of Recommend-DLcollection. The Service Classifier, however, recognizes it as a kind of QueryPlanning-Schools, by comparing the definitions. Essentially, the more specific concept includes all of the relations of the subsuming concept, with values that are restricted to be at least as specific. For example, the audience High-School is subsumed by School (elsewhere in the ontology).

			QueryPlanning-Schools (an existing service concept)
			(:and	Recommend-DLcollection
				(:all Recommend-DLcollection.has.Audience School)
			RecommendIt:HS-Bio (a newly advertised service)
			(:and	Recommend-DLcollection
				(:all Recommend-DLcollection.has.Audience High-School)
				(:all Recommend-DLcollection.has.Topic Biology)))

Figure 4: Checking subsumption by comparing definitions
By repeated comparison with other concepts, a Service-Classifier Agent automatically locates new concepts in the “taxonomy”, which is the ontology’s subsumption structure. The subsumption relations illustrated in Figure 5, for example, have been deduced from many relations to attributes that are not shown. In this figure, QP-HighSchool is the new service. In realistic examples, there are often multiple most-specific-subsuming (mss) and most-general-subsumed (mgs) concepts.
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Figure 5: Automatic classification in the subsumption taxonomy
Agents can use the Service-Classifier Agent to find agents that meet their needs without a priori knowledge of those agents. Agents request services by describing their needs, composing terms from the ontologies. The Service Classifier then does the equivalent of locating the request as a new concept in the taxonomy, and searches increasingly general concepts, increasingly specific concepts, or along other relations in the ontology to find the available services that best match the request. The meaning of “best” can be specified by any function that operates on the rich information in the service ontology: different search strategies are appropriate in different situations. Typically, we encourage agents to describe requests with as much detail as possible, including all known relevant attributes and using the most specific available values even if no active agents satisfy all of the criteria; then, to search increasingly general concepts to find the most-specific subsuming service. 
Figure 6 illustrates typical agent interaction with a Service Classifier. Messages are numbered chronologically, and italics and case are used to identify the ontologies that define the (paraphrased) terms used in the messages. For example, references to auctions (which will be explained in Section 4.3) are italicized because auctions are defined in the UM Digital-Library ontology, which specializes terms in the generic Digital-Libraries ontology. The Agent-Services ontology is dynamic because it changes at runtime. Its concepts compose terminology from the UMDL and generic Digital-Libraries ontologies, which are maintained by committees of people in the usual, relatively static way. 
First, the QPA advertises its service (message 1a in Figure 6). Its label is classified in the Agent-Services ontology, and can thus be used as part of further definitions. Next, the QPA asks an Auction Manager for an auction to sell its service (message 2a). If an appropriate auction is not already active, the Auction Manager classifies the service of auctioning the QPA’s service (2b), starts a new auction (not shown), and responds to the QPA’s request (2d). Subsequently, the User-Interface Agent asks the Service Classifier to recommend an auction to buy appropriate query planning. The request in the figure (3a) uses terms exclusively from the static ontologies, and searches for service concepts that subsume the request. The Service Classifer responds with a ranked list of service concepts (3b).
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Figure 6: Runtime classification of services
Runtime service classification encourages third party development of new agents by:
∑	Identifying opportunities for new agents. Entrepreneurs can identify niches for new services by examining the gap between service requests, and recommendations for currently available services.
∑	Reducing agent entry costs. Existing agents may automatically switch to using new agents, without requiring modification or notification beyond routine advertising. This occurs as long as agents periodically repeat their searches for the best available service by describing their needs using the ontologies, rather than identifying particular agents. For example, if a new QPA is designed especially for handling Biology queries rather than Science, the UIA in Figure 6 may automatically switch to using it because its service description better matches the request the UIA has been using all along.
4.3	Market-based Pragmatics
Coordination among UMDL agents is also facilitated by a shared framework for negotiation. Agents are embedded in the same pragmatic context. The UMDL is a computational economy: Agents buy and sell services within markets. These markets are implemented by auctions. Auction agents accept bids from agents wishing to sell and buy a service, and after each clearing inform those agents selected to transact with each other on the basis of their bids. For example, a User Agent might bid 10 monetary units to buy query planning for an hour; two Planner agents might bid 8 and 9 units to sell that service, respectively; and the Auction agent would provide the User Agent and the first Planner Agent with each other’s agent identifications. Note, the actual price for a service would depend on the particular policy in effect, and current conditions such as the demand for the service.
While there are many possible ways to structure negotiations, auctions have significant advantages [5] (see Wellman and Wurman [13] for an introduction to issues in economic mechanism design):
∑	Buyers do not have to separately find and contact every seller, and vice versa.
∑	Prices convey a lot of information. Under certain technical circumstances, price minimizes communication required among agents.
∑	Efficient usage of resources: auctions produce Pareto-optimal allocations under certain conditions, for distributed agents each trying to maximize their own utilities.
∑	Auctions can be structured to reduce harmful gaming of the system by agents. In “incentive compatible” systems, agents maximize their utility by acting truthfully (for example, quoting prices that accurately represent their valuation of a good).
The fundamental attractiveness of market-based systems derives from the “invisible-hand” first described by Adam Smith. We see an example of this in the UMDL, where mediating transactions with auctions has the effect of balancing load (ensuring that no agent provides slow service because it is too busy while other agents sit idle). The mechanism is very familiar. As illustrated in Figure 1, User agents use Planner agents to recommend Collection agents that can answer queries. The choice of which Planner agent to use is determined by auction. The Planner agents (in the deployed UMDL system) submit bids that reflect their current load. As a Planner agent’s computational load increases, it costs more to produce marginal services; so the busier it is, the higher its offered price. Busy agents thus receive fewer new requests, and effectively shed load to their competitors. 
No centralized decision-making is required. It is true that auctions are centralized to the extent that a single agent communicates with numerous agents. Separate auctions market distinct services, however, and multiple auctions can also be used to market the same service.
By monitoring prices, load at all points in the system can be kept below desired levels as long as additional CPU time is available to spawn new agents. The Price-Monitoring Agent, for example, automatically spawns new Planner agents if the price for query planning exceeds a specified threshold, causing the average load and subsequent sell-bid prices to decrease.
Auction Managers may work closely with a Service-Classifier Agent to define markets such that a desirable number of agents participate in the auctions. For example, if a group of sellers advertise similar, highly specialized services with small potential markets, the Auction Manager might define a market to sell a relatively general service rather than several specialized services. All participating sellers must satisfy the advertised service description, but actual service might vary. If buying agents learn that they prefer services provided by some subset of sellers, they can use the Service Classifier to construct the most specific definition that subsumes the advertised descriptions of the preferred services, request an auction to market that service, and thus avoid other sellers. In our experimental simulations, it was straightforward to generate this kind of interesting agent behavior. Analytical proof of optimal system performance, however, becomes far more difficult without the assumption that all services marketed by an auction are equal.
Digital libraries can use agent prices negotiated within the system to determine how much real money should change hands (according to appropriate policies; there is no need to charge users on a per-service basis). Agents’ prices reflect supply and demand for their services, and therefore have as much validity as do prices for all the various things that we buy in our economy. By providing a rational mechanism for determining the value of agent contributions to the system, the market-based pragmatics of the UMDL can help to create an environment that encourages the development of new agents.
5	Related Work
In the InfoSleuth [2] project at MCC, agents use ontologies to advertise and find services in a manner very similar to our own research. The InfoSleuth ontologies are self-descriptive on several levels, permitting runtime translation between alternative syntaxes. This is valuable, since different representations support different kinds of reasoning and are thus appropriate for different tasks. In comparison, our approach focuses on organizing the semantic space of potential services. InfoSleuth agents communicate about the ontologies and objects that they can manipulate, but do not define the meaning of these objects and the relationships between them.
The Agent Systems Group at Zuno Ltd. planned a digital library organized as a computational economy [6], but seems to be focusing on information-retrieval issues instead. In the related area of distributed databases, several systems decentralize query execution using economics: the Mariposa system [10] is a good example.
It is not necessary to build an agent-based system to achieve decentralization. For example, the Stanford digital-library project has worked towards interoperability using high-level protocols [9]. Using this approach, developers rapidly implement new applications by combining existing, typically object-oriented components.  In an agent-based architecture, in comparison, agents know how to combine for particular tasks. Of course, agents may be implemented with object-oriented components.
6	Summary
The size, complexity, and as-yet-undetermined nature of digital libraries mean that a centralized development strategy is not likely to work. Agent-based architectures are decentralized. The focus of system-design, therefore, is coordinating the agents to produce useful results. 
The UMDL architecture expects commitments from agents on three levels. The Agent class encapsulates the message-based syntax of KQML, and therefore makes it easier to develop new agents. The ontology-based semantics wrapped by Service-Classifier agents helps agents advertise and find services without prior knowledge of other agents. New agents can immediately participate in the system without requiring modification of existing agents. Finally, the market-based pragmatics of the UMDL provides a shared context for negotiations between agents, and identifies the value of agent contributions in a rational way. On all of these levels, the UMDL architecture encourages the development of new agents, thereby fostering the evolution of the system to meet user needs.
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